
ALISON HARGREAVES (1962-1995) 

Alison Hargreave’s fi rst major mountaineering accomplishment 
was in 1988 when she became the fi rst person to solo climb 
all the Great North Faces of the Alps in a single season. 
This included climbing Mount Eiger while 6 months pregnant 
with her son Tom.

In 1995 Alison Hargreaves aimed to climb the three highest 
mountains in the world (Everest, K2 and Kangchenjunga) without 
the use of oxygen tanks or Sherpa guides. She reached the summit 
of Everest and K2 as planned. However, within an hour of summiting 
K2, as she was descending, a freak storm whipped up winds of 
140mph. The bodies of her and 5 other climbers on the mountain 
have never been found.

the death zone
• Humans need air (specifi cally oxygen) to breathe and stay alive. As you climb a mountain, 

although the composition of the air stays the same (21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen), the 
pressure decreases. This means less and less of that air makes it into your lungs.

• The Death Zone is the term used to describe the height on mountains (usually 8000m+) 
where  the air pressure is so low that there is not enough  oxygen available for humans 
to be able to breathe eff ectively.

• The summit of Mount Everest is 8850m high, and at this altitude there is approximately 
33% of the oxygen available at Sea Level. Imagine climbing the rocks at Bowles but only 
getting 1 out of every 3 breaths into your lungs!

THIS CLIMB IS NAMED  AFTER  ALISON JANE HARGREAVES, WHO CLIMBED MOUNT EVEREST WITH NO OXYGEN TANK

HARGREAVES
SCIENCE!
The boiling point of water is 100ºC. 
At the top of Mount Everest, water 
will boil at 70ºC.
Read through the information about 
the Death Zone and see if you can 
work out why!
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EDWARD WHYMPER (1840-1911) 

Edward Whymper and Jean-Antoine Carrel both dreamed of climbing 
the Matterhorn. After three years of trying and eight failed attempts, 
Whymper fi nally succeeded in 1865. At the time Carrell was 200m 
away from the top on the other side of the mountain. His group 
withdrew, feeling defl ated, but returned and successfully summited 
the Matterhorn 3 days later. Although Whymper was offi cially the fi rst 
person to reach the summit of the Matterhorn, he had 6 people in 
his team, 4 of whom died on the descent. The accident created more 
newspaper headlines than any other Alpine event, and Queen Victoria 
even considered banning all British citizens from climbing! After his 
success on the Matterhorn, Edward Whymper went on to be the fi rst 
person to climb half a dozen other great mountains in the Andes.

the matterhorn
•The Matterhorn is Western Europe’s 12th highest peak at 14,692 feet (4, 478 metres).
•It straddles 2 countries, Switzerland and Italy.
• Matterhorn is the German name for the mountain, derived from the words Matte 

meaning “meadow” and horn meaning “peak”.
• The Matterhorn was formed millions of years ago when the African continental plate 

crashed into the European plate. The resulting peak has 4 distinct sides, each facing 
one of the points on a compass, North, South, East and West.

•In 1871, an Englishwoman named Lucy Walker was the fi rst woman to reach the top.
•The mountain image found on a Toblerone packet is a picture of the Matterhorn.

THIS CLIMB IS NAMED  AFTER EDWARD WHYMPER, THE FIRST PERSON TO CLIMB THE MATTERHORN

WHYMPER
SCIENCE!
During his travels Edward Whymper made 
observations of altitude sickness and 
concluded that it was caused by 2 factors:
• A reduction in atmospheric pressure 

which lessens the amount of oxygen 
inhaled with each breath.

• Expansion of gases inside the body 
causing pressure on internal organs.

GRADE: 

2C

The Matterhorn

(4,478m)

The Matterhorn, SwitzerlandTectonic plates

The Andes

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE

Start in the crack 
to the left 

of the slab, follow
 this crack 

to the small cave t
hen climb 

out of the cave on
 its right 

side. A harder finis
h is to 

climb the left side 
of the 

cave (4c).
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SIR EDMUND HILLARY (1919-2008) 

Edmund Hillary fi rst began climbing at aged 16 on a school trip. 
He fi rst tried to climb Mount Everest in 1951, and although his 
expedition failed it didn’t put him off trying again in 1953, when 
he and his Sherpa (mountain guide) successfully became the fi rst 
people to reach the top of Mount Everest. Although Edmund 
Hillary is famous for being the fi rst person to successfully climb to 
the top of Mount Everest, he would never have achieved his goal 
alone. There were over 400 people involved in the expedition 
that supported him including John Hunt, who was the leader of 
the whole expedition and a regular climber at Bowles Rocks.

mount everest
•Mount Everest is 29,035 feet or 8,850 metres high(in 1999).
• Everest is formed by tectonic plates pushing together. Because of this, 

it grows by about 4-6mm every year.
•It is located on the border between Tibet and Nepal.
•It is over 60 million years old.
• The youngest male to reach the summit of Everest is Jordan Romero 

from America at 13 years 10 months.
• The youngest female to reach the summit is Malavath Purna from India 

at 13 years 11 months.
• Climbers burn 10,000 calories a day and 20,000 calories on the fi nal climb 

to the summit. On average a climber will lose 4.5-9kg on their expedition.

THIS CLIMB IS NAMED  AFTER SIR EDMUND HILLARY, THE FIRST PERSON TO CLIMB MOUNT EVEREST

HILLARY

CONTROVERSY!
Two climbers, George Mallory and Andrew Irvine 
may have beaten Edmund Hillary to the top of 
Mount Everest decades before in 1924, but as neither 
of the climbers made it back down alive, we will 
never know for sure if they made it to the top.

GRADE: 

1A

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE
Climb the easy gully all the 
way to the top. A harder 
variation climbs over the 
center of the large block 
3m up the cliff (3c).

START
HERE

CONVERGENT PLATE BOUNDARY

TENZING NORGAY AND EDMUND HILLARY
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ANNIE SMITH PECK (1850-1935)

Annie Smith Peck started climbing at age 35, and climbed a variety of mountains 
including Mount Shasta in California. In 1895, she successfully climbed The 
Matterhorn. Upon descending from the Matterhorn she became famous, not for her 
success on one of the most technical climbs of the time, but as the public debated 
whether or not she should be arrested for wearing trousers as she climbed.

However, this wasn’t enough for her, and she was determined to be the fi rst person, not 
just the fi rst woman, to summit a mountain. This dream was realised at age 58 when 
she became the fi rst person to summit the North Peak of Mount Huascaran Sur in Peru.

women in climbing
•  In 1871, Lucy Walker was the fi rst woman to summit the Matterhorn, 

however, she didn’t receive the same amount of attention as Annie Smith 
Peck as Lucy Walker wore a long fl annel skirt while she climbed.

•   In 1953 Gwen Goddard Moff at became the fi rst certifi ed female climbing 
and mountaineering guide in Britain.

•  In 1990, Jean-Baptiste Tribout, the leading French sport climber of the 
time, infamously stated that no woman would ever climb a route with a 
diffi  culty grade of 5.14a. Lynn Hill proved him wrong that same year, 
becoming the fi rst woman to climb a grade 5.14a (and took fewer 
attempts than Tribout).

•  In 1993 Lynn Hill was the fi rst person to free climb the 3,000 
foot Nose of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park.

•  In 2017, Margo Hayes became the fi rst woman to climb a 5.15a 
grade climb called La Rambla.

THIS CLIMB IS NAMED  AFTER  ANNIE SMITH PECK,  AN  AMERICAN MOUNTAINEER

PECK
VICTORIAN GRADING: 
According to Victorian Moutaineer 
A.F. Mummery mountains could have 
one of three grades:
• Inaccessible peak
• The most diffi cult ascent in the Alps
• An easy day for a lady.
In other words, once a mountain 
had been summited by a man, the 
mountain’s greatness was gone and 
any ordinary person could give it a 
go, even a woman.

GRADE: 

2B

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTE

Climb the crack 1m 
to the 

left of the birch t
ree. Now 

climb up the cairn a
nd the 

rocks above to fini
sh by 

the Yew tree.

START
HERE

ANNIE SMITH PECK
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